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1. INTRODUCTION
A. HEYTING has reformulated the definition of the separable Hilbert
space (cf. [2], [3], [4] and [5]) so as to conform to the spirit of intuitionist
mathematics. This has further been developed in [6], in which also the
intuitionist analogue of the classically inseparable Hilbert space is intro-
duced. The problem of specification of the dual space of the separable
Hilbert space has been given a partial solution in [6], the Riesz Represen-
tation theorem being proved only for full linear functionals apart from
null. A complete solution has eventually been given in [8], using the
techniques developed in [7], and the final result is that H (the space of
all complex sequences Xl, X2, .•. with convergent IX112+ IX212+ ... ) is the
dual space ofH' (the space of all complex sequences aI, a2, ... with bounded
la11 2 + la21 2+ ...) and H' is the dual space of H.
In this article we shall give an analytic representation of dual spaces
of certain spaces of sequences. All of these spaces are intuitionist analogues
of classically complete normed linear spaces, i.e. Banach spaces. However,
in the domain of intuitionism, it is not possible to equip each of these
spaces with a norm and a tool is required for explaining the notion of
nearness in these spaces, as also for an expression of such properties as
convergence, continuity etc. The analytic tool for this purpose will turn
out to be that of a distance delimitation (Abstandsbeschrankung) intro-
duced in [7].
We say that a distance delimitation (Abstandsbesohrankung) Q is defined
on a species S if to every two elements a, b of S a species Q(a, b) =Q(b, a)
of natural numbers (which may be empty) is assigned such that
(1) if n is in Q(a, b), then so is every natural number m-csi;
(2) if a=b, then Q(a, b) is the species of all natural numbers;
(3) for each n (n:> 1) we have: either n lies in Q(a, b), or n + 1 cannot
lie in Q(a, b) (in which case we say that Q(a, b) is bounded and that
n+ 1 is a bound of Q(a, b));
(4) for eachp:>° we have: ifmis in Q(al, a2),m+ 1 is in Q(a2, a3), ... , m+p
is in Q(ap+l, ap+2), then m -1 is in Q(al, ap+2) (the generalized triangle
inequality) .
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Each natural number in Q(a, b) is called an index of distance delimitation
for a and b.
An infinite sequence aI, a2, ... of elements of S is called Q-convergent,
if to every natural number n, a natural number k(n) can be indicated
such that n lies in Q(ak(n), ar) for each r>k(n). An Q-convergent sequence
is also called an Q-limiting element of S. Two limiting elements aI, az, ...
and bl, b2, ... of S are said to coincide if to each natural number n a natural
number m(n) can be determined such that n lies in Q(ar, br) for each
r>m(n). The species of limiting elements coinciding with a given limiting
element of S is called an Q-point core of S. The species of Q-point cores
of S is denoted by R(QJ(S).
Let I: rl, r2, ... be a numerable removable subsequence of the sequence
of natural numbers, and let K =K1 : dr1, dr2, ... be a numerable species
of mathematical entities indexed by I. K = K 1 is called a catalogued
sequence or a numerable catalogue if a distance delimitation Q is defined
on it and the species R(Q)(K) is called the catalogued space generated by
the catalogue K. The fundamental continuity theorem for a catalogued
space is the following: Each full mapping of a catalogued space with a
distance delimitation into a similar space is continuous on its domain
of definition. ([7], § 4, theorem 6).
A sequence K: cl, C2, C3, ... ; of mathematical entities is called a catalogued
sequence ot the first kind if for every two elements cr, Cs, a distance delimi-
tation Q(c r, cs)=Q(cs, cr) is defined which has the following property:
To every n, an m(n) can be indicated such that if the finite species
Cl, C2, ... , Cm(n) is denoted by P n, then n lies in Q(c r, P n) for each r.
Every catalogued space of the first kind can be represented by means
of a fan. It follows from this that every full mapping of a catalogued space
of the first kind into the real linear continuum possesses a supremum
as well as an infimum. (cf. [2], § 3.4.3, theorem 3.)
An infinite sequence K: Cl, C2, C3, ... of mathematical entities becomes
a catalogued sequence oi the second kind or simply a catalogue of the second
kind if for every two elements c-, Cs, a distance delimitation Q(cr, cs) =
=Q(cs, c.) is defined which has the following property:
There exists a natural number m, such that if crl' cr2' ... , crn is any
finite subspecies of K, then there exists an element Cs of K such that m
cannot belong to Q(cs, Cr,) for i= 1,2,3, ... , n.
A catalogued space of the second kind can be represented by a universal
spread but it cannot be represented by a fan. (Cf. [7], § 3, theorem 6.)
For an adequate formulation and solution of our problem we shall
utilize also the notion of a quasi-number introduced in [9].
An infinitely proceeding sequence so, Sl, S2, ... of real (or complex)
numbers is said to be of bounded variation if there exists a real number
o {: 0, such that Isol +L~~llsk-Sk-l[ :} 0 for every n. 0 is called an upper
bound of the total variation of the sequence; and in case there is an infimum
for 0, the series Isol + L ISk-Sk-l[ is convergent and this entails the
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convergence of the sequence So, Sl, S2, .... Two sequences So, Sl, S2, ... and
to, ft, t2, ... which are both of bounded variation are said to coincide if
the sequence So - to, Sl - ft, ... converges to zero. The species of all sequences
of bounded variation coinciding with a given sequence of bounded variation
will also sometimes be termed a quasi-number core. By an easy application
of the triangle inequality, we conclude that the termwise sum of two
sequences of bounded variation is itself of bounded variation, from which
it follows that the addition of quasi-numbers is a meaningful operation.
Multiplication by any real number is also a meaningful operation.
A linear space B is said to be a cataloqued linear space if
(a) To each vector 1 a non-negative quasi-number 111/111, which thus
contains a bounded monotone sequence of non-negative real numbers,
called the quasi-norm of 1 has been assigned in such a way that
(i) 111I111 =0 entails 1=0
(ii) Illn/lll = Inllll/ill
(iii) 111/+glll =t 111I111 + Illglll
(b) The closed unit sphere of B, defined as the species of vectors h
with Illhlll =t 1, is a catalogued space. It may be noticed that, in general,
B itself is not necessarily catalogued with respect to the distance delimi-
tation defined on its closed unit sphere.
Let B be a catalogued linear space. The space of all full linear functionals
defined on B is called the dual space of B and is denoted by B*.
The dual space B* of B will be said to be quasi-normed if to each full
linear functional cP a quasi-norm IllcPlll can be assigned such that if 0
is a bound of IllcPlll, then IcPU)l =t 0 for every vector 1 in the closed unit
sphere of B.
A full linear functional possessing a supremum on the closed unit sphere
will also be termed a normed linear [undional and the species of all normed
linear functionals is called the normed dual space B'. If B is a catalogued
linear space, then B' is not necessarily a linear space, as the sum of two
full linear functionals each possessing a supremum does not necessarily
itself possess a supremum.
If B* is a quasi-normed dual space of a catalogued linear space B,
and if D is a catalogued linear space then B* and D will be called iso-
morphiwlly equal (denoted by B* = D ) if a one-one correspondence pre-
serving linearity and quasi-norm can be indicated between B* and D.
If a one-one correspondence preserving linearity and norm can be
indicated between B' and a certain complete normed linear space F, then
B' and F are called isomorphicallu equal (denoted by B' =F).
VVe further define
Btx=B**; BfJ=B*'; BY=B'* and E=B".
If Btx =B, then we say that the space B is o-refiexioe. fJ-, y-, and o-re-
flexivities are defined analogously.
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2. THE SPACES AND THE CATALOG UINGS OF THEIR UNIT SP H ERES
We shall cons ide r t he following spaces
lp(l < p < 00) : lp is the space of all sequences of complex numbers
1=(Xl, X2, ... ) such that b =llxn!P converges. It is a normed linear space
with the norm 11 /1 1= (b=dxnlp)lIP •
bp(l <p <oo) : bp is t he space of all sequences of complex numbers
I = (Xl , X2, ... ) such that b - dxnlP is bounded. The quasi-norm of I of b»
is 11 1/111 = (~::_ l lxn IP ) lIP . (Note t hat (IXl lp )lIp, (IXl !P+ Ixz!p)lIp, (IXl!P+ Ixz!p+
+ IXa!P)lIp, ... is a bo unded monotone sequence ).
co: Co is the normed space of all sequences of complex numbers eon-
verging to zero, the norm being defined by 11 / 11 = supn IXnl, whi ch suprem um
exists in view of the convergence of the sequence Xl, Xz , ... .
boo : boo is the space of all bounded sequences of complex numbers
I = (Xl , XZ, ... ). The quasi-n orm of I of boo is the quasi-number IIIIIII con-
taining the bounded monotone sequence
bv : bv is the space of all complex sequences I = ( X l, Xz, . .. ) of bounded
va riation i.e., for which IXl l+ Ixz- XII+ IXa- xzl+ ... is boun ded . Denot ing
n
tn= .2 IXk- Xk- l l+! xnl
k -2
tn+l - tn= (IXn+l -xnl+ IXn+l 1) - Ixnl 1::: ° by the t r iangle inequalit y , so
t hat tI, tz, . .. is a bounded mo notone sequence, and II1I1II is defined as
the quasi-number core containing it.
101 : 101 is t he space of all complex sequences I = ( X l, Xz, . .. ) such t hat
I:'-l X n is convergen t. It is a normed linear sp ace with the norm 11 / 11 = sUPnl8nl,
where 8 n= Xl + Xz + ... -i- xn.
Through out ou r dis cussion we shall denote by ek the vector (0,0, . . . ,
0, 1,0,0, .. . ) in whi ch the 1 occurs at the kth place.
We now des cribe the cat aloguings of the unit spheres of these spaces.
It may be remarked that a space is completely defined when t he species
of its vectors and the appropriate quasi-norm have been indicated. It
may be noted that diffe rent quasi-norms may be defined on the same
spec ies of vectors (although we shall not en counter an example of t his
in the present discussion) and this will give r ise t o different spaces.
Ho wever , once a quasi-norm has been indicated and t he corresponding
closed unit sphere is known to be cataloguable (so that space in question
is a catalogued linear space), t hen t he dist ance de limitation on t he closed
unit sphere , with respect t o which it is catalogued, is essentia lly uni qu e
([7], § 5).
T he space lp(1 ::J> P < 00). The species of all vectors of the closed uni t
sphere with rational comp lex components of which only finitely many
are non-zero form a countable dense species of lp. We now prove that the
closed unit sphere of lp permits a cataloguing of the second ki nd.
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Let ei , ez, ea, . . . be basic vectors of the closed unit sphere of lp. In this
k d . ~" "",./1 /Icase we 1nay ta e m = 1, an gIven vectors cr1= "'::''''=1 x",ek, Cr2= ...::.k~1 x'" ek, . . .
and cr
m
= b:'~ x1,ml ek all belonging to the closed unit sphere of I», the
distance of cs= en+l (where n= max (n', n" , ... , n(m») from each cr, (1 <:
<: i <: m) is {: 1 which is > t. H ence the closed unit sphere of lp permits
a cataloguing of the second kind so as we cannot represent this species
by means of a fan.
The space bp ( 1 ::t> p < 00) . On the space bp , we can define a distance
delimitation by specifying ; n is in Q(f, 0) (where lis the vector (a!, az, aa, .. .))
if la11< 2-n, la21< 2-n, . .. , lanl< 2-n; Q(f, g) =Q(f -g, 0) .
The closed unit sphere of bp (which consists of all those vectors
(a!, a2, a3, ... ) for which !a1/ P + la21 p + ... is bounded by 1) permits a cata-
loguing of the first kind. For, the species G1 of all vectors in the closed
unit sphere of bp with finitely many non-zero rational complex components
is dense in the closed unit sphere of b» with respect to Q. Moreover G1
can be approximated to any arbitrary degree of accuracy with respect
to Q, by the finite species G1' , G1", .. ., G1(n ) , where G1(n) consists of all
those vectors in G1 in whi ch each component after the nt h is zero , and
each component is of the form (m1 + im2)4- n where ml and m2 are integers .
Thus this closed unit sphere permits a cataloguing of the first kind and
hence it can be represented by means of a fan (fiicherbar) with respect
to Q. Hence every full linear complex-valued functi onal defined on the
closed unit sphere of bp possesses a supremum (cf. [2]).
The space co. Co is a normed linear space and the closed unit sphere
of Co permits a cataloguing of the second kind. The species of all vectors
1=b~1 Xkek with finitel y many non-zero rational complex components
with sup IXkl ::t> 1 is dense in t he closed unit sphere of Co. Proof of the fact
that this permits a cataloguing of the second kind is similar to the corre-
sponding proof for t».
The space bOO. On the space bOO, we can define a distance delimitation
Q by specifying that n is in Q(f, 0) (where I is the vector (a!, a2, ... )) if
lall <2- n , [azl <2-n, ... , [anl<2- n; Q(f,g) =Q(f-g, 0).
The closed unit sphere of bOO (which consists of all those vectors (a!, a2, ... )
for which lakl is bounded by 1) permits a cataloguing of the first kind.
This follows in the same way as in the case of bp ( 1 ::t> p < 00).
The space bv. On the closed unit sphere of bv , we define the same
distance delimitation Q as on the closed unit sphere of bOO. We shall
prove that the closed unit sphere of bv is complete with respect to Q.
Let /1 , /z, fa, .. . be a fundamental sequence of elements of the closed unit
sphere of bv where In = (X1n, X2n, X3n, ... ). Corresponding to n we can indi-
cate an N(n) such that n belongs to Q(fN, IN+m), i.e., IXIN- XI N+m l< 2- n,
IX2N _X2N+ml< 2-n, ... lxnN-xnN+ml< 2-n, for each m :>O. It follows from
this, that for each fixed i, XiI, X t Z, ... is a convergent sequence of complex
numbers : let its limit be Xl. We shall show that (Xl, X2, ... ) belongs t o
the closed unit sphere of bv. We know that b _zlxkm - x%'_1 1+ Ixnml::t> 1
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for every n ;> 2 and 1U ;> 1. However, for each fixed n, and each given
positive rational e> O, an mo=1Uo(e, n) can be indi cated such that
IXk- Xkm l< sj(2n+ 1), for each k lying between 1 and n whenever m ;>1Uo.
Hence IXnl ::j> Ixnm l+ ej(2n + 1) and, for k » 1,
e e
::j> -- +lxkm - x~_ll+--, for every 1U ;>mo.
2n + 1 2n + 1
Hence
::j> 1+e, for every e:» 0, and for each n ,
so that Ixnl +b~2 lxk - xk-ll ::j> 1 for each n, i.e., (Xl, X2, ... ) belongs to
the closed unit sphere of bv. Thus the closed unit sphere of bv is complete
with respect to Q.
The closed unit sphere of bv (which consists of all those vectors
(a!, a2, a3, ... ) for which ja2- al l+ ... + Ian - an-II + lanl ::j> 1 for every n
permits a cataloguing of the first kind, for , the species GI of all the vect ors
in the closed unit sphere of bv with finitely many non-zero rational
components form s a catalogue of the first kind.
The space W I . The closed unit sphere of w1 permits a cataloguing of
the second kind with respect to the distance delimitation generated by
the norm.
It may be remarked that bp , boo, and bv are not complete with respect
to the distance delimitation Q which catalogues their closed unit spheres;
for the sequence el, el - e2, el - e2+ e3, ... converges with respect to Q to
L r_l(-l)k-Iek which cannot belong to bp or t o bv , and el , el+ 2e2,el+
+ 2e2+ 3e3, ... also eonverges with respect to Q to Lr~l kek which cannot
belong to boo.
It must be remarked here that if I = (Xl, X2, ... ) is a vector lying in the
closed unit sphere of any of these spaces, then denoting In = (Xl, X2, ... , Xn,
0,0,0,0, ... ), In converges to I with respect to the distance delimitation
defined on the closed unit sphere in question: for Ip(l ::j> p <ex» , CO and
wl it follows exact ly as in the classical theory , while for bp ( 1 ::j> P < ex» ,
boo, bv it is an immediate consequence of the definition of the distance
delimitation with respe ct to which their closed unit spheres are catalogued.
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It is a consequence of this fact that if 1> is a full linear functional on any
of these spaces, then
1>(/) = lim 1>(/n)
n ...... oo
n
= lim ! x/c1>(e/c)
n-+OO k=1
00
Moreover, we are also justified in writing t= D-lx /ce/c .
3. 'l'HJtJ S PACES t» AND b»
The class ical proof of Holder's inequality for finite sums becomes valid
intuitionistically afte r some trivial modifications ([10], Stellingen) . From
this follows that if b~l lxnl P is convergent and b -l lYnlQ is bounded , say
by C, (where 1/p + 11q= 1), then also b~1 xnYn converges in view of the
absolute converge nce of this series which follows from an application of
Holder 's inequality for finite sums, as
k+m k+m k+ m
! IXnYnl ::j> ( ! [xn[P)lIP( z !Ynlq)lIq
n- k n~k n -k
k+m
::j> ClIq( ! JxnlP)lIp
n~k
which converges t o zero as k tends to infinity in view of th e convergence
of b -l lxnIP.
(P r oo f . ) Let 1> be a full linear functional defin ed on Ip and let us
denote Yk = 1>(e/c) , so that 1>(/) = D =1 XkYk for each t= (Xl, X2 , •••) lyin g in lp,
in view of the linearity and the continuity of 1> implied by its fullness.
As 1> is full and linear it is also bounded ([6], ch. 1, § 6). Let C <j::: 0 be
any bound of 1> on the closed unit sphere of [p.
For each fixed k, for each n, we can choose exactl y one assertion from
those recognized as valid of the two assertions
(i) IYnl < 2-k- n, and
(ii) [Ynl > 2-k- n- 1 and put Wn,k= 0 if (i) has been chosen , but Wn,k=
= !Yn!q-l sgn Yn if (ii) has been chosen, the signum function sgn z=z/!z[
being defined for all z apart from zero.
Let !n.k =(WI,k W2,/c, WS,k, ... , Wn,k, 0, 0, ... ).
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Now CP(!n,k) =2.;~IWi,k'!Ji, so that we have
(IYllq + Iyzlq+ ... + IYnlq)-2-k-2-k-1- .. . _2-k- n-1 :::/>
i.e. Z'-IIYil q :::/> CP(!n,k) +2- k+1 for every k
:} Ollln,kll+ 2-k+1
11
" ":} OeL IWi , klp)lIP+ 2- k+1 :::/> 0 (,2 !Yilq)lIp+ 2-k+1 (as (2 IWi,klp)lIp :}
i -I i ~ 1 i - I
11 11 "(2 IYilq)lIp ) from which it follows that :L !Yilq :::/> O(:L IYilq)lIp ) .
i- I i- I i- I
Thus 11 11
:L IYil q :} O(2 IYi !q)lIP
i -I i~1
from which we conclude that (Z'~1 IYt jq)lIq :} 0;
for , this is trivial if the left hand side is zero, and follows from the above
by divi sion if (Z'=I /Yi/q)l/P is apart from zero; while , in t he general case,
the assumption that (Z'~I IYi l q)lIq> 0 will contra dict the apartness of the
left hand side from zero , so as it would have to be zero whi ch too is
contradictory, from which follows that this assumption is contradictory
and hence
11
(2. IYtl q)lIq :} O.
i=1
Thus g=(CP(Cl), cp(cz), ...) belongs to bq a nd every bound of cP is also a
bound of lllzlll
Conversely, let 1= (Xl, Xz, .. .) belong to the closed unit sphere of lp
and g = (Yl, Yz, ... ) be an element of bq.
We define cP by cp(f) = 2.:~1 xnYn, which is convergent in view of Holder's
inequality, so that cp is a full linear functional on lp.
However,
00 00 00
[cpU)1 = I 2. Xk'Yk ! :} ( 2. [Xk[ p)lIp ( 2. IYkl q)lIq
k ~ 1 k~1 k-l
:::/> IlIglIl ·l
i.e. every bound of Illglll is a bound of cp on the closed unit sphere of lp.
Hence every bound of cp is a bound of II lglll and vice-versa, so that we
are justified in writing IIlcplil = IIlgll l.
THEOREM II. (bp )* = (bp )' =lq.
(Proof.) For, the cataloguing of the closed unit sphere of b» is of
the first kind so that every full linear functional of bp necessarily possesses
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a supre m um, so as its normed dual space (bp ), is ident ical with the dual
space (bp )* .
Given any full linear fun ctional f/J of bp which possesses the su premum
1If/J1l on the closed unit sphere of bp , we sha ll show that it determines a
vector g=(yl, Y2, . . . ) (where 'fik= f/J (ek)) of lq, with Ilgll= 1If/J1I, i.e., given k ,
we can indicate an n=n(k) such that
(I)
n + m
I IIf/J IIq- ! 1f/J(ei)lql < 2- k for every m>O.
; =1
For each fixed k, for each n, we can choose exactly one assertion from
those recognized as valid of the two assertions
(i) IYnl < 2-k - n and
(ii) IYn l>2- k-n-1 and write Wn,k=O if (i) has been chosen, bu t w«,» >
= IYnlq- 1 sgn Yn if (ii) has been chosen.
Let !n,k = (Wl,k , ... , Wn,k, 0, 0, ... ).
However , f/J is full on bp , so we have
n
f/J(!n,k) = ! Wi,k'fk
i= 1
We have
(IYl lq + IY21 q + ... (Ynjq)- 2- k - 2-k - 1 - . . • - 2- k- n-1 :;p.
i.e., 2f- 1 IYiIq :;p. f/J (!n,k)+ 2-k+l for every k,
n




! !Yilq:;p. Ilf/JII( ! IYilq lp,
i~l i~l
from which we can conclude by the same reasoning as utili zed earlier that
(A) ( ! !Yil q )lIq :;p. Ilf/JII for every n .
i~1
Since 1If/J1l is the supremum of f/J, we conclude that for each k a vector
hk belonging to the closed uni t sphere of bp can be indi cated such tha t
(B)
Th is he can be assumed to belong to the dressed spread direction repre-
senting the closed unit sphere of b», so as it is of the form
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and so we have
N
11>(hk) I = 1 I aiYil
i=1
N N
:} ( I 1~lp)lIp( I IYilq)lIqi=1 i=1
N
:} 1· ( I IYilq)lIq.
i-I
Using (A) and (B), we have
(II)
N
111>11- 2-k :} ( 2 IYil q)lIq:} 111>11
i~1
so as, to k, an N(k) has been indicated satisfying (II) so as (2~-1 Iyl/qp,q
converges to 111>11 and also we have Ilgll :} 111>11.
Conversely, let I = (Xl, X2, ...) belong to the closed unit sphere of b»
and s> (yI, Y2, ...) be an element of lq.




11>(/)1 = I I XkYkl :} ( 2 IXkI P)lIp ( I IYklq)lIq
k=1 k=1 k=1
:} Ilgll·l
(as (2r_llxkIP)lIP is bounded by 1 for vectors of the closed unit sphere
of bp ) , so that 111>11 :} IIgll, and hence 111>11 = Ilgll.
COROLLARY. (lp)' = (bp)' = lq.
THEOREM III. If a full linear functional 1> apart from null possesses
a supremum on lp, then it also assumes it.
(Proof. ) Let 1> be a full linear functional defined on t», Let us take
the sequence t., 12, la, ... of vectors where h=(Wl.k,w2.k,wa.k, ...), and
Wi.k is the same as in Theorem 1. As 1> possesses a supremum, Lr-llYklq
converges, and hence ~':-:IWi.kIP lies between L;;::::'IYklq and L;;~::'IYklq­
- 2-k-n+1 , so that L":-llwn. kiP converges and hence /k lies in lp.
Now take
00








which tends to zero as k tends to infinity. Hence ft, 12, 13, ... is a funda-
mental sequence of vectors: let 1=limk-+oo lk which belongs to t» (since
[p is complete).
However, if> is full and linear on t» and therefore uniformly continuous
on [p, so that we have if>(I) =limk-+oo if>(lk). Now, for each n,
n n n
! !Yilrz- 2- k+l :} if>(ln,k) = ! Wi,kYi:} ! IYll rz,
i=I i=1 i-I
so that taking limit as n -+ 00,
00 00
! IYil rz - 2-k+l :} if>(ft):} ! IYil rz
i-I i-I
(as if>(M=limn-oo if>(ln,k)) so that if>(ft) converges to ~IIYilrz and hence
if>(1) = ~IIYilrz= 1Iif>lIrz. If if> is apart from null, we can take ft=IIIIif>llrz-l, and
then we have if>(ft) = if>11 IIif> IIrz-1 = 11if>1I, i.e., if> assumes its supremum on t».
(To be continued)
